Abstract. We study a nonlinear diffusion equation of the form ut = uxx+f (u) (x ∈ [g(t), h(t)]) with free boundary conditions g ′ (t) = −ux(t, g(t)) + α and h ′ (t) = −ux(t, g(t)) − α for some α > 0. Such problems may be used to describe the spreading of a biological or chemical species, with the free boundaries representing the expanding fronts. When α = 0, the problem was recently investigated by [9, 10] . In this paper we consider the case α > 0. In this case shrinking (i.e. h(t) − g(t) → 0) may happen, which is quite different from the case α = 0. Moreover, we show that, under certain conditions on f , shrinking is equivalent to vanishing (i.e. u → 0), both of them happen as t tends to some finite time. On the other hand, every bounded and positive time-global solution converges to a nonzero stationary solution as t → ∞. As applications, we consider monostable and bistable types of nonlinearities, and obtain a complete description on the asymptotic behavior of the solutions.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the following problem (1.1)            u t = u xx + f (u), g(t) < x < h(t), t > 0, u(t, g(t)) = u(t, h(t)) = 0, t > 0, g ′ (t) = −u x (t, g(t)) + α, t > 0, h ′ (t) = −u x (t, h(t)) − α, t > 0, −g(0) = h(0) = h 0 , u(0, x) = u 0 (x), −h 0 ≤ x ≤ h 0 , where x = g(t) and x = h(t) are moving boundaries to be determined together with u(t, x), α > 0 is a given constant, (1.2) f : [0, ∞) → R is a C 1 function, f (0) = 0.
The initial function u 0 belongs to X (h 0 ) for some h 0 > 0, where
For any given h 0 > 0 and u 0 ∈ X (h 0 ), by a (classical) solution of (1.1) on the time-interval [0, T ] we mean a triple (u(t, x), g(t), h(t)) belonging to
that all the identities in (1.1) are satisfied pointwisely, where
Recently, problem (1.1) with α = 0 was studied in [9, 10] , etc. When f (u) is of monostable or bistable type of nonlinearity, the problem may be used to describe the spreading of a new biological or chemical species. The free boundaries x = g(t) and x = h(t) represent the spreading fronts of the species whose density is represented by u(t, x). The free boundary condition with α = 0 is a Stefan one. Its biological meaning can be found in [5, 9] . In [9, 10] the authors studied the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1.1) (with α = 0) and proved that any bounded time-global solution converges to a stationary one as t → ∞. Among others, their results show that vanishing (i.e. u → 0) may happen even for an equation with logistic nonlinearity provided the initial data is small enough. Such a result show that problem (1.1) with α = 0 has advantages comparing with the Cauchy problems. (The Cauchy problem for an equation with logistic nonlinearity has hair-trigger effect, that is, any positive solution converges to a positive constant, cf. [2, 3, 9, 10] ). In the last two years, [7, 8, 12 ] also studied the corresponding problems of (1.1) with α = 0 in higher dimension spaces.
In this paper we consider the free boundary condition with a real number α > 0. We use this parameter to denote a spreading resistant force representing the reluctance of the individuals of the species to move away from the population region. Intuitively, the presence of α > 0 makes the solution more difficult to spread than the case where α = 0. Indeed, h ′ (t) > 0 only if u x (t, h(t)) < −α, that is, the solution spreads only if the pressure at the boundary is big enough.
The main purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of bounded solutions of (1.1). As we will see below, for a solution (u, g, h) of (1.1), either spreading (i.e. h(t), −g(t) → ∞ and u converges to a positive constant), or vanishing (i.e. u → 0), or shrinking (i.e. h(t)−g(t) → 0), or transition (i.e. u converges to a stationary solution with compact support) happens. Comparing with the results in [9, 10] , the shrinking phenomena is a new one since it does not happen in case α = 0.
A simple variation of the arguments in [9] shows that, for any h 0 > 0 and u 0 ∈ X (h 0 ), (1.1) has a unique solution defined on some maximal time interval (0, T * ) with T * ∈ (0, ∞]. No matter T * < ∞ or T * = ∞ we will show that g(t) and h(t) have limits: Proposition 1.1. Let (u, g, h) be a solution of (1.1) on some maximal time interval [0, T * ) with T * ∈ (0, ∞]. Then the following limits exist:
This proposition is proved by the fact that h(t), as well as g(t), does not move across any fixed point for infinitely many times (see details in subsection 2.5). We write I * := [g * , h * ] in what follows. In particular, when T * = ∞ we also write g * , h * and I * as g ∞ , h ∞ and I ∞ , respectively. When T * = ∞, the solution is a time-global one and so we can study its asymptotic behavior. On the other hand, T * may be a finite number for some reasons like blow up, shrinking or vanishing, etc. We are not concerned with the blow up phenomena in this paper, so we impose the following condition (1.5) f (u) ≤ Ku for all u ≥ 0 and some K > 0 to exclude the possibility that u blows up in finite time.
Recall that we introduced α > 0 in the free boundary conditions. Hence, the properties h ′ (t) > 0 and g ′ (t) < 0 in case α = 0 (as shown in [9, 10] ) are no longer necessarily to be true. Instead, the domain I(t) := [g(t), h(t)] may shrink, even, to a point. For some T ∈ (0, ∞], we say that shrinking happens, or the interval [g(t), h(t)] shrinks as t → T if Shrinking: h(t) − g(t) > 0 for t ∈ [0, T ) and lim t→ T h(t) = lim t→ T g(t) ∈ R. This is a new phenomena which never happens when α = 0 (cf. [9, 10] ). A related phenomena is vanishing: for some T ∈ (0, ∞], we say that u vanishes, or vanishing happens as t → T if V anishing :    (a)g := lim t→ T g(t) <h := lim t→ T h(t), and u(t, ·) → 0 as t → T locally uniformly in (g,h), or (b) shrinking happens as t → T and
As a definition we list two cases for vanishing, we will show later that case (a) indeed does not occur (see Theorem 1.2, Lemma 3.4 and Remark 3.5).
For the sake of clarity, when shrinking or vanishing happens as t → T for some finite time T , in this paper we always say that the maximal existence interval of the solution is [0, T ).
On shrinking and vanishing phenomena we have the following questions: Whether vanishing or shrinking really happens for some solutions? If one of them happens, does the other one happen at the same time? Do they happen in finite or infinite time? The first question is answered in Proposition 5.1, where we give some sufficient conditions which guarantee that u vanishes, for example, This theorem is proved at the end of of section 3. For each time-global solution (u, g, h), Theorem 1.2 implies that vanishing and shrinking do not happen. So we are interested in the asymptotic behavior for time-global solutions and we have the following general convergence theorem, which is an analogue of Theorem 1.1 in [11] and Theorem 1.1 in [10] .
be a solution of (1.1) that is defined for all t > 0. Assume that u(t, x) is bounded, namely
, h(t)] and some C > 0.
Moreover, if I ∞ is a finite interval, then h ∞ = g ∞ + 2ℓ for some ℓ > 0 (cf. (1.14)) and
where V α is the unique solution of
If (g ∞ , h ∞ ) = R 1 then either lim t→∞ u(t, x) is a positive constant solution of
is a continuous function, V is an evenly decreasing positive solution of (1.8).
Remark 1.4. The conclusion in (1.9) is possible only if (1.6) holds, α ≤ α 0 and if
As applications, we study two typical types of nonlinearities:
(f M ) monostable case, (f B ) bistable case. In the monostable case (f M ), we assume that f is C 1 and it satisfies
One example is f (u) = u(1 − u). In the bistable case (f B ), we assume that f is C 1 and it satisfies (1.12)
. Note that when f is of (f B ) type and when α > 0, the condition (1.10) in Remark 1.4 is not satisfied for the unique ground state V , and so the convergence in (1.9) does not occur.
Clearly (1.2), (1.5) and (1.6) are satisfied if f is of (f M ), or of (f B ) type. The next theorem gives a rather complete description for the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1.1) with monostable or bistable type of nonlinearity. Theorem 1.5. Assume that f is of (f M ), or (f B ) type and 0 < α < 2F (1). Let (u, g, h) be a solution of (1.1) on some maximal interval [0, T * ). Then either (i) Spreading:
and
where V α is the unique positive solution to (1.7),
(1.14)
Moreover, if u 0 = σφ with φ ∈ X (h 0 ), then there exists σ * = σ * (h 0 , φ) ∈ (0, ∞] such that vanishing happens when 0 < σ < σ * , spreading happens when σ > σ * , and transition happens when σ = σ * . Theorem 1.5 is an analogue of Theorem 1.3 in [11] (for Cauchy problems) and Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in [10] (for (1.1) with α = 0), but they are different. First, Theorem 1.5 (ii) (together with Theorem 1.2) means that shrinking is possible, and shrinking happens at the same time as vanishing. Second, transition in Theorem 1.5 (iii) means that u converges to a stationary solution with compact support. From ecological point of view, this means that a species can survive forever in a bounded area without changing its population density. On the other hand, for the problems studied in [11, 10] , transition does not happen in the problems with monostable f , and it does happen in the problems with bistable f but u converges to the ground state defined on the whole space. In [6] , using a different approach the author also studied problem (1.1) with f (u) = u(1 − u) and obtained similar results as in Theorem 1.5.
In [11, 10] , the authors also studied the equation with combustion type of nonlinearity. From a mathematical point of view, one of course can study the problem (1.1) with combustion type of f . We remark that similar conclusions as in Theorem 1.5 hold for this kind of f (we omit the details in this paper).
Finally we remark that when spreading happens (Theorem 1.5 (i)), the asymptotic spreading speed can be studied in the same way as in [9, 10, 13] , etc. Indeed, the spreading speed is determined by the following problem
Moreover, when spreading happens, we have
We omit the proof of this proposition since it is similar as that in [13] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present some basic results which are fundamental for this research. In section 3 we discuss the vanishing phenomena, and give necessary conditions for vanishing and for shrinking. We also prove Theorem 1.2 at the end of this section. In section 4 we prove Theorem 1.3. In section 5 we give some sufficient conditions for vanishing. In section 6 we prove Theorem 1.5.
Some Basic Results
In this section we give some basic results which will be used later in the paper. The results here are for general f which satisfies (1.2).
2.1. Time-local existence. The following local existence result can be proved by the same argument as in [9] . Theorem 2.1. Suppose that (1.2) holds. For any given u 0 ∈ X (h 0 ) and any ν ∈ (0, 1), there is a T > 0 such that Problem (1.1) admits a unique solution
moreover,
Remark 2.2. As in [9] , by the Schauder estimates applied to the equivalent fixed boundary problem used in the proof, we have additional regularity for u, namely, u ∈ C 1+ν/2,2+ν (G T ).
is a solution of (1.1), then
These comparison principles are the same as those in [10] . The proof of Lemma 2.3 is identical to that of Lemma 5.7 in [9] , and a minor modification of this proof yields Lemma 2.4.
The function u, or the triple (u, g, h), in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 is often called an upper solution of (1.1). A lower solution can be defined analogously by reversing all the inequalities. We also have corresponding comparison results for lower solutions in each case.
2.3.
A priori estimates for h ′ and g ′ . Lemma 2.5. Suppose that (1.2) holds, (u, g, h) is a solution of (1.1) defined for t ∈ [0, T 0 ) for some T 0 ∈ (0, ∞), and there exists C 1 > 0 such that
Then there exists C 2 depending on C 1 but independent of T 0 such that
Moreover, the solution can be extended to some interval (0, T ) with T > T 0 as long as
Proof. We only give the estimates for h ′ , the estimates for g ′ is proved similarly.
By the maximum principle and Hopf lemma we have u x (t, h(t)) < 0, and so h ′ (t) = −u x (t, h(t))− α > −α. Next we give the upper bound of h ′ . Following the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [9] we construct a function of the form
over the region
where
Clearly 0 ≤ U ≤ C 1 in Q. By the definitions of U, M and K 1 we have
Therefore, u(t, x) ≤ U (t, x) in Q by the comparison principle Lemma 2.4. Thus
Now we assume ρ := inf 0<t<T 0 [h(t) − g(t)] > 0 and to prove that the solution (u, g, h) can be extended to some interval (0, T ) with T > T 0 . From the above estimates we have
We now fix δ ∈ (0, T 0 ). By standard L p estimates, the Sobolev embedding theorem, and the Hölder estimates for parabolic equations, we can find C 3 > 0 depending only on δ, T 0 ,
. It then follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 (cf. [9] ) that there exists a τ > 0 depending on C 3 , C 2 , C 1 and ρ but not on t such that the solution of problem (1.1) with initial time t ∈ [δ, T 0 ) can be extended uniquely to the time t + 2τ .
In particular, if we start from time T 0 − τ , then we can extend the solution to time T 0 + τ .
This lemma implies that the solution of (1.1) can be extended as long as u remains bounded, u ≡ 0 and h(t) − g(t) > 0. So we have the following theorem. Theorem 2.6. Suppose that (1.2) holds. Then the problem (1.1) has a unique solution defined on some maximal interval [0, T * ) with T * ∈ (0, ∞].
Assume further that (1.5) holds. Then T * < ∞ if and only if shrinking or vanishing happens as t → T * .
Stationary solutions.
In this subsection we study stationary solutions of u t = u xx +f (u), More precisely, consider the following problem:
where α > 0 is the constant in (1.1). Multiplying the equation by 2v ′ and integrating it on [0, x] we have
We want to classify all the solutions of (2.3). When (1.6) holds, we define α 0 > 0 by By a simple analysis for all of these cases we have the following result.
Lemma 2.7. When (1.6) holds, the solutions of (2.3) are divided into the following cases.
(i) α < α 0 and ℓ < ∞ holds. In this case the unique solution (denoted by
and V α is symmetric with respect to x = ℓ; (ii) α < α 0 and ℓ = ∞, or α 2 = α 2 0 = 2F (v) for somev (denote the minimum of suchv by B). In these cases the unique solution (denoted by
It is easily seen that, if V α (x) (resp. V α (x), V α (x)) is a solution of (2.3), then for any b ∈ R V α (±x + b) (resp. V α (±x + b), V α (±x + b)) are also stationary solutions of u t = u xx + f (u).
Existence of the limits of h(t) and g(t).
Lemma 2.8. Let (u, h, g) be a solution of (1.1) defined on some maximal existence interval [0, T * ). Then for any b ∈ R, h(t) − b changes sign at most finite many times. The same is true for g(t) − b.
Proof. We only consider the case that Problem (2.3) has a solution V α (x) on the compact interval [0, 2ℓ] as in Lemma 2.7 (i), and prove the lemma for h(t)−b. Other cases can be proved similarly.
(1) We first consider the case where h 0 ≤ b − 2ℓ. In this case if h(t) moves (rightward) across b − 2ℓ at some time (denote t 1 the first of such times), then just after t 1 , the function η(t, x) := u(t, x) − V α (x − b + 2ℓ) has exactly one zero z(t) on [b − 2ℓ, h(t)]. By the maximum principle, the number of zeros of η(t, ·) remains 1 until one of the following three cases happens.
(i) h(t) shrinks back and crosses b − 2ℓ again. Then the situation becomes the same as in the very beginning.
(ii) g(t) moves (rightward) across b − 2ℓ at time t 2 while h(t) remains in (b − 2ℓ, b] in time interval (t 1 , t 2 ]. In this case g ′ (t 2 ) ≥ 0 and we have the following claim:
If b − 2ℓ < z(t 2 ), then η(t 2 , ·) has exactly two zeros b − 2ℓ and z(t 2 ). Consider η(t, x) in the domain {(t, x) : b − 2ℓ < x < z(t), t 1 < t ≤ t 2 }. By the maximum principle we have η(t 2 , x) > 0 for x ∈ (b − 2ℓ, z(t 2 )), η(t 2 , b − 2ℓ) = 0 and η x (t 2 , b − 2ℓ) > 0.
The last inequality implies that
This proves the first part of Claim 1. Hence z(t 2 ) = b − 2ℓ and
. By the comparison principle (Lemma 2.3) we have u(t, x) ≤ V α (x − b + 2ℓ) for all x ∈ (g(t), h(t)) and t > t 2 . This proves Claim 1. Consequently, h(t) ≤ b for all t > 0 in case (ii).
(iii) h(t) moves (rightward) across b at time t 3 while g(t) < b − 2ℓ for all t ∈ [t 1 , t 3 ]. In this case h ′ (t 3 ) ≥ 0 and we have the following claim:
Claim 2: z(t) moves to b as t → t 3 .
Otherwise, z(t 3 ) < b and so we can use the maximum principle in {(t, x) : z(t) < x < h(t),
Hence h(t) − b changes sign only once till time t 3 .
(2) Next we consider the case where 
Denote the largest zero of η(t, x) on J(t) byz(t). Clearly,z(t) < x 2 (t) = b for small t > 0.
If h(t) moves (leftward) across b at time t 4 > 0 (with h(t) > b for t ∈ (0, t 4 )), then h ′ (t 4 ) ≤ 0 and we have the following claim.
Claim 3:z(t) moves to b as t → t 4 , and this zero disappear just after t 4 .
The former part of this claim is proved in a similar way as proving Claim 1. Soz(t 4 ) = b and η(t 4 , x) < 0 just on the left side of b (since the zeros of η(t 4 , ·) are discrete). Using Hopf lemma we have η x (t 4 , b) > 0 and so h ′ (t 4 ) = −u x (t 4 , b) − α < 0. Thus h(t) < b for t > t 4 and t − t 4 small. This proves Claim 3.
Claim 3 implies that once h(t) moves across b, the number of zeros of η(t, ·) decreases strictly. Consequently, h(t) − b can not change sign infinite many times.
(3) Other cases including b ∈ [h 0 , h 0 + 2ℓ] and b ≤ −h 0 can be studied similarly.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. The conclusions follow from the previous lemma and its proof.
By the proof of the previous lemma we also have the following result.
Corollary 2.9. Let (u, h, g) be a solution of (1.1) defined on some maximal existence interval [0, T * ). If (2.3) has solution V α with compact support and if h(t 1 ) > h 0 + 2ℓ at time t 1 , then u(t, x) > V α (x − h 0 ) for all x ∈ [h 0 , h 0 + 2ℓ] and t > t 1 .
By Theorem 1.3, we see that under the assumptions of this corollary, u(t, ·) converges as t → ∞ to a positive solution of v ′′ + f (v) = 0 locally uniformly in R, and hence h(t) → ∞ and g(t) → −∞.
Estimates of h(t) + g(t)
and monotonicity of u.
Lemma 2.10. Suppose that (u, g, h) is a solution of (1.1) on [0, T * ). Then
This lemma can be proved by the maximum principle in a similar way as in [10, Lemma 2.8].
Lemma 2.11.
Proof. We only prove (i) since (ii) is proved similarly. For this purpose, we need to prove u x (t,x) > 0 for any givent > T and anyx ∈ [g(t), −h 0 ). Ifx = g(t), then u x (t,x) > 0 by Hopf lemma. In what follows we assumex ∈ (g(t), −h 0 ). Then, there exists t 1 ∈ (T,t) such that g(t 1 ) =x and g(t) <x for t ∈ (t 1 ,t]. Consider
over G := {(t, x) : t 1 < t ≤t, g(t) < x <x}. We have c is a bounded function) , z(t, g(t)) < 0 and z(t,x) = 0 for t 1 < t ≤t. Hence we can apply the strong maximum principle and the Hopf lemma to deduce
In particular, we have z x (t,x) = 2u x (t,x) > 0.
Vanishing phenomena
In this section we assume that (u, g, h) is a solution of (1.1) on its maximal existence interval [0, T * ).
3.1. Uniform convergence for vanishing case. By Proposition 1.1, g * := lim t→T * g(t) and h * := lim t→T * h(t) exist and g * ≤ h * . We now show that, when g * < h * , vanishing can happen in a unform topology.
Lemma 3.1. Assume u(t, x) ≤ C for all 0 ≤ t < T * and x ∈ [g(t), h(t)]. If g * < h * and if lim t→T * u(t, ·) = 0 locally uniformly in
Proof. We first consider the case where T * = ∞ and h * = ∞, g * = −∞. In this case, Lemma 2.11 implies that u(t, x) is decreasing in x > h 0 and increasing in x < −h 0 for large t. Hence
Next we consider the case where T * = ∞, −∞ < g * = g ∞ < h * = h ∞ < ∞. In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.5 we construct a function
For any small ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 small with
For this δ there exists a large time T 1 such that
Then, for any t > T 1 and
Similarly we have
Combining this inequality with (3.2) and (3.3) we have
This proves the conclusion. Finally, in case T * < ∞ and −∞ < g * < h * < ∞, the conclusion can be proved in the same way by using the function U (t, x).
The proof of this lemma also gives the following result.
Lemma 3.2. Assume u(t, x) ≤ C for all 0 ≤ t < T * and x ∈ [g(t), h(t)]. If h(t) − g(t) shrinks as t → T * , then u also vanishes as t → T * .
Proof. Construct the function U as above. For any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that (3.1) holds. For this δ there exists T 0 such that 0 < h(t) − g(t) ≤ 2δ for T 0 < t < T * , and so (3.1) implies that
3.2. Necessary condition for vanishing.
Lemma 3.3. Assume u(t, x) ≤ C for all 0 ≤ t < T * and x ∈ [g(t), h(t)]. If u vanishes as t → T * , then h * < ∞ and g * > −∞.
Proof. When T * < ∞, the conclusions follow from Lemma 2.5, so we only consider the case T * = ∞. By the definition of vanishing in section 1, u vanishes as
,h(t)]) → 0 as t → ∞. By Lemma 2.11 we have g ∞ < h 0 and h ∞ > −h 0 . So case (ii) reduces to the conclusions immediately. Now we consider case (i). Consider the problem (2.3) and take its solution V (x) on a short interval [0, X). In the case (i), u(t, ·) L ∞ ([g(t),h(t)]) → 0 as t → ∞ by Lemma 3.1. Hence, there exists T > 0 such that
Choose a large b, then the function V (−x + b) is an upper solution of problem (1.1) and it blocks the extension of h(t). Therefore, h(t) < b and h ∞ < ∞. g ∞ > −∞ is proved similarly.
Lemma 3.4. Assume u(t, x) ≤ C for all 0 ≤ t < T * and x ∈ [g(t), h(t)]. If u vanishes as t → T * , then T * < ∞ and h(t) − g(t) → 0 as t → T * .
Proof. (i) We first show that T * < ∞. By Lemma 3.3 we have
where ε > 0 is small such that
Here
By the definitions off and η 0 , we see that η(t, x) ≤ 2ε for all t ≥ 0. Constructing a function
Then in a similar way as in the proof of Lemma 2.5 we see that U ε (t, x) is an upper solution of (3.4) over Q and so
α . Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 imply that, for some T ∈ (0, T * ), u(t, x) ≤ ε for all x ∈ [g(t), h(t)] and t > T . Clearly η 0 (x) ≥ u(T, x) for x ∈ [g(T ), h(T )]. By comparison principle we have h(t + T ) − g(t + T ) ≤h(t) −ḡ(t) for t > 0, and so T * can not be ∞.
(ii) Next we prove that h * − g * > 0 is impossible. Otherwise, we may assume without loss of generality that
Consider the problem
Therefore, u can not vanish in finite time, contradicts the conclusion in (i). Following the ideas of [11, 10] with suitable variations we can prove the following claims: Claim 1: The ω-limit set ω(u) of the solution u consists of solutions of (4.1)
Claim 2: I ∞ is a finite interval only if (2.3) has solution V α (x) as in Lemma 2.7 (i), and in this case
, where V is an evenly decreasing positive solution of (4.1).
Clearly, the conclusions of Theorem 1.3 follow from these claims.
Proof of Remark 1.4. By Claims 3 and 4 in the above proof, ω(u) = {V }, or (1.9) holds when I ∞ = R 1 . We remark that in both cases,
Otherwise, S = ∅ or S = ∅ and V ∞ < B. This indicates by Lemma 2.7 the solution V * (x) of (2.3) is defined on [0, X] and V * (X) > V ∞ . Therefore V * (−x + b) for sufficient large b can be an upper solution of (1.1) which blocks the motion of h(t) to goes to +∞. So I ∞ is a finite domain, a contradiction.
Sufficient conditions for vanishing
In this section we give some sufficient conditions for vanishing, which answers one question in section 1.
Proposition 5.1. Vanishing happens as t → T * if (1.6) and one of the following conditions hold.
for some b ∈ R; (iv) α < α 0 , u 0 ≤ V α (x + ℓ) and u 0 (x) ≡ V α (x + ℓ), where V α (x) is the stationary solution of (ii) and (iii) are proved in a similar way as (i). By the convergence result (Theorem 1.3), if u does not vanish then it converges to V α (x + ℓ).
Hence lim t→∞ u(t, x) = V α (x + ℓ) ≤ V α (x + ℓ + ǫ) for all ǫ ∈ [0, ǫ 0 ], a contradiction. Finally we prove that vanishing happens when h 0 is sufficiently small and u is bounded. Assume u ≤ C. Then we can define a new functionf (u) as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 such that it is of monostable type, it is bigger than f (u) for u ∈ [0, C] and it decreases sufficiently fast for large u. Then consider the solutionũ of problem (1.1) with α = 0 for any initial data with support [−h 0 , h 0 ]. By Proposition 5.4 in [10] we know that when h 0 is sufficiently small, u vanishes. Thisũ is an upper solution of our problem (1.1). So the solution u of (1.1) also vanishes.
In case f is of (f M ) or (f B ) type, we have some further sufficient conditions for vanishing. (i) f is of (f M ) type and φ L ∞ is sufficiently small;
Proof. Consider the problem (1.1) with α = 0, denote its solution byũ(t, x). By comparison principle we easily have u ≤ũ, that is, the solutionũ is an upper solution of (1.1). So the conclusions of (ii), as well as the conclusions of (i) in case h 0 < π/(2 f ′ (0)), follow from [10, Theorem 3.2] immediately. Now we prove (i) for any h 0 > 0. Since f is of (f M ) type, there exists K > 0 such that f (u) ≤ Ku (u ≥ 0). Choose C > 0 such that (5.2) 2(α + α 2 + 2K)C ≤ α, 3C ≤ 1.
For this C, we take ε > 0 sufficiently small such that Set
